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Seguici su

HOW DO I APPLY
RITOCCO POP
RICRESCITA?

www.studiokey.it

GET RID OF ROOTS IN THREE SIMPLE
STEPS, IT COULDN’T BE EASIER!
Just follow the following instructions:
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Cover shoulders with a towel, then shake the can well
before use.
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Spray on to dry, pre-styled hair from a distance of 5-10 cm,
directing the spray on to the points where regrowth is visible,
without wasting the product on the length of the hair.
Close or cover the eyes when spraying the product.
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Avoid excessive use of the
product; apply one thin layer at
a time. Allow to dry for one minute without touching the hair to
avoid marking your fingers if the product is not completely dry.
And if you should happen to accidentally spray the product on
the face or other area, a cotton bud or a make-up remover pad
will remove it easily.

instant
spray
ROOT
concealer

SAY GOODBYE to
troublesome roots…
… … thanks to
DIKSON ’s
RITOCCO
The new instant spray
concealer covers grey hair
or the difference between your
colour and your natural shade in
seconds, by hiding the irritating
regrowth between colours.
A guaranteed flawless LAST
MINUTE LOOK for any occasion.

POP

RICRESCITA!

✷ BLOND
✷ DARK
BLOND
✷ CHESTNUT
BEFORE

✷ BROWN
AFTER

✷ BLACK

PLUS POINTS
• Quick and easy to use.
• Dries in a minute.
• Real cover with natural results
and outstanding performance.
• No colour transfer.
• Does not stain.
• Non-drip, does not run.
• Non-sticky.
• Leaves no residue.
• No unpleasant cold sensation on the 		
scalp.
• Easy to use, even at the back of the head
and on hard to reach areas.
• Ammonia-free formula, gentle on the hair
and scalp.
• Does not contain parabens.
• Washes out with one shampoo.
• Small, compact packaging, easy to keep
within arm’s reach.

FAQS

Does RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA cover 100%
of grey hair?
The product guarantees TEMPORARY coverage of 100% of grey hair
until the first shampoo following application.

How

do I choose which shade of RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA is best
for my hair colour?
The 5 RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA colour options cater for all hair types. To choose which one is best for
you, select the shade which is closest to your natural hair colour. If you are unsure, choose the darker
shade. The spray dispenser ensures that the product blends with your hair’s natural colour, without
creating a “mask” effect with dividing lines or unattractive colour shifts.

How often can I use RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA?
The product can be applied each time regrowth becomes visible. There is no risk of excessive use, because
its delicate formula is gentle on the hair and scalp. Plus the effect is temporary, washing out in just one
shampoo. … to sum up: you can use RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA whenever and however often you like,
and it’s completely safe!
How does the product work in just one minute?
The high-performance resin used in the RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA formula covers the roots with a
protective layer, bringing texture, body, strength and smoothness while it colours. This process takes
only a minute, during which you should not touch the hair with your fingers or fabrics (towels, hats,
pillowcases, etc.). After ONE MINUTE the product is fixed on to the hair.
How long will a can of RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA last?
It depends on how the product is used, whether you spray it just to cover a small section, a full parting,
or all your roots. It also depends on your hairstyle: the detachment between roots and hair stands out
more in styles with a parting, or when the hair is tied back, while it is less visible with less defined styles.
On average, a 75 ml can of RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA contains around twenty applications.
Is RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA suitable for men too?
Of course! It can be used by men with greying hair, those who wish to hide grey hair on their temples, or
even those with full regrowth. Male users will particularly appreciate RITOCCO POP RICRESCITA’s rapid
application and effectiveness, as well as the flawless results.

